Zen0 hybrid automata are hybrid systems that can exhibit infinitely many discrete transitions in a finite time interval. Such automata arise due to modeling simplifications and may deteriorate simulation efficiency and accuracy considerably. Some basic properties of Zen0 hybrid automata are explored. Possible ways to extend a simulation beyond the Zen0 time are suggested.
Introduction
Design evaluation through simulation remains an invaluable tool in hybrid system design, despite recent progress in the development of formal controller synthesis and analysis methods [5, 131 . Simulation of hybrid systems poses a number of theoretical and computational problems, not encountered in conventional continuous systems. These problems include guard crossing, lack of existence of solutions for certain initial conditions, lack of uniqueness of solutions, and a situation where the system being simulated takes an infinite number of discrete transitions in a finite amount of time. The latter is referred to as Zeno. The problems of blocking and non-determinism [18, 8, 121 as well as Zen0 [l, 9, 4, 2, 101 have only been studied to some extent. The Zen0 phenomenon can make hybrid simulation imprecise and time-consuming. Simulation packages, such as Dymola [7] , Omola [16] , and SHIFT [6] , have been developed for hybrid systems. The simulation problem is generically difficult for these when there is fast switching between the discrete states. The reason for this is that numerical solvers divide the hybrid simulation problem into sequences of regular continuous simulations and instances of solving algebraic equations for the discrete transition times [3] . Therefore the simulation get stuck, when a large number of transitions appear in a short time interval. An extreme case is a Zen0 execution.
The main contribution of this paper is to show some basic properties of Zen0 hybrid automata together with possible methods to resolve Zenoness. A number of Zen0 systems is presented that illustrate several interesting phenomena. The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the formal notation of hybrid automata is presented. Zen0 hybrid automata are introduced in Section 3. Section 4 presents some convergence results for Zen0 executions. We propose methods in Section 5 for extending Zen0 executions beyond the Zen0 time. Some conclusions are given in Section 6.
Hybrid Automata
The following definitions are based on [13, lo] . See [12] for notations.
Definition 1 (Hybrid Automaton)
A hybrid automaton H is a collection H = (Q, X , Init, We refer to ( q , z ) E Q x X as the state of H and assume X = Etn. A hybrid automaton can be represented by a directed graph, (Q, E), with vertices Q and edges E. With each vertex q E Q, we associate a set of continuous initial states Init, = { z E X : ( q , z ) E Init}, a vector field f,(z) = f(q,z), assumed to be globally Lipschitz, and an invariant set I ( q ) . With each edge e E E, a guard G(e) and a reset relation R ( e , z ) are associated.
Definition 2 (Hybrid Time Trajectory)
A hybrid time trajectory T = { I i }~o is a finite or infinite sequence of intervals, such that Ii = [~i , (' ] The interpretation is that the discrete transitions take place at ri and the continuous evolution on nonvanishing intervals [T;, ('] . We denote by 7 the set of all hybrid time trajectories.
Definition 3 (Execution)
An execution x of a hybrid automaton is a collection 
Example 2 (Water Tank System [2])
Consider the water tank system in Figure 2 . Let xi denote the volume of water in Tank i, and vi > 0 denote the constant flow of water out of Tank i. Let w denote the constant flow of water into the system, dedicated exclusively to either Tank 1 or Tank 2 at each point in time. The control task is to keep the water volumes above r1 and r2, respectively, assuming that zl(0) > r1 and z2(0) > r2. This is to be achieved by a switched control strategy that switches the inflow to Tank 1 whenever 11 T I and to Tank 2 whenever x 2 5 r2. The hybrid automaton describing this system is given in Figure 2 , where Init = Q x {x E X : X I > r1 A x2 > 73,). One can show that the water tank automaton is non-blocking and deterministic, and therefore accepts a unique infinite execution for each initial state. This execution is Zen0 if w < V I + vg. Figure 3 shows a simulation of the system with T I = r2 = 1, v l = 2, 0 2 = 3, and w = 4. The Zen0 time is equal to r, = 2.
Example 3 (Ball Bouncing on a Stahcase)
Consider a ball bouncing down on a N-step staircase.
Assume step k = 1,. . . , N has width wk > 0 and height hk > 0, and define Gm = E,"=, wk with G N +~ = 00 and ĥ , = z;="=,hk. Furthermore, assume that the ball loses a proportional amount of its vertical velocity each bounce and that the ball has constant horizontal speed. A hybrid automaton for this system is shown in Figure 4 . Here fe(z) = ( 2 2 , -9, u )~ and Init = { q E Q :
). This automaton is non-blocking and deterministic. It can also be shown to be Zeno, if c E [0,1). The Zen0 time depends on the dimensions of the steps. Examples 1-3 illustrate different aspects of Zen0 executions. The first example is an instance of a piecewise smooth system [8] . For this class of systems, an infinite number of transitions typically takes place at the same point in time. The second example illustrates the analysis problems that can arise due to Zen0 executions. One can easily show that along all executions of the automaton the water level in the two tanks will never go bellow T I and 7-2, respectively, even if w < z11 + 212.
This is clearly not the case for the real system. Finally, the bouncing ball example illustrates the fact that if a Zen0 system is simulated straightforwardly by sequentially integrating the vector field in each state, then the simulation will not pass the Zen0 time. Such a simulation is in many cases not acceptable, because it does not give any idea about the dynamical behavior of the real system beyond the Zen0 time. For the bouncing ball example, if the first step of the staircase is wide enough for the Zen0 time to be reached without falling off the edge, the simulation may never reveal the fact that the ball will eventually fall to the next step and will start bouncing again.
Properties of Zen0 Executions
In this section we present some particular features of Zeno executions. First, we make two straightforward observations.
Proposition 1 A hybrid automaton is Zeno only if (Q, E ) is a cyclic
graph.
Proposition 2
If there exists a finite collection of states { ( S i , xi)}El such that . The next three propositions describe the structure of the Zen0 state for two classes of Zen0 hybrid automata. Proofs are given in [19] . , q' ) E E. For every Zen0 execution it then holds that 2 , = Qo3 x {0} for some Qm C Q. 5 
Extension of Zen0 Executions
Imagine trying to simulate a hybrid automaton along a Zen0 execution. At some point the fast switching is bound to stall the simulation, provided the simulation is accurate enough. One can infer the occurrence of this phenomenon, either off-line by theoretical analysis or on-line by detecting the increasing switching rate, and choose to stop the simulation at some time instant close to the Zen0 time r,. The question then becomes, can one continue the simulation beyond r, in a way that is consistent with the dynamics of the hybrid automaton. Such continuations of a Zeno execution are discussed in this section. Three methods based on regularization, averaging, and Filippov solutions, respectively, are described.
To allow us to capture possible continuations of a Zen0 execution x beyond the Zen0 time, we introduce the notion of an extension. An extension is a family of hybrid automata, each one of which can be used to simulate a possible continuation of the Zen0 execution. We only consider Zen0 hybrid automata with identity reset maps R(., ., z) = {z} and Zen0 states 2, = QW x { 2 } .
The family of hybrid automata is a collection, denoted H,, similarly defined as a hybrid automaton, but with discrete states given by and suitable changes in the definitions of invariant sets, guards, reset maps etc. Figure 6 how the discrete part of 2, is collected in one state denoted q,.
A continuation of a Zen0 execution x is now any ex-
consider a zerl0 executiorl so,33e c E Q , . y , function, then Z, = {F} x { Z } for some 3 E X. ecution, with initial condition (qW,2), accepted by a hybrid automaton in the extension H,. The intuition is t,ha.t since the Zen0 phenomena are primarily due to modeling simplifications, the extension should capture t>he uncertainty in the model by considering all executions that satisfy a differential inclusion, instead of the vector fields of each individual discrete state of the
) is a co,ltrac~irlg I'roposition 4 indicates t,liat, all executions of the bouncing ball automa.ton in Example 3 with c E [O, 1) will have a Zeno sta,te coi~sist~ing of only one element.. Note that. in Example 3 the only cycles are loops, so by Proposition I it follows t,ha.t if 2 , is non-empty it must.
be of t,he form 2 , = {T} x X,. If the struct,iire of Z , zello state for the original Zello automaton.
Once hlie extension has been fixed, the question now becomes how t,o select an autoniaton out of the extension in order t,o simulate beyond t,he Zeno time. Here we propose three different methods for doing the selection: using regularization, averaging, or Filippov solution.
Continuation by Regularization
Regularization involves modifying the original Zen0 automaton by adding regularization parameters that force the executions to be non-Zeno. For example, a temporal regularization, which imposes a lower bound on the amount of time that elapses between successive discrete transitions, gives a. non-Zen0 automaton. Executions for the regularized automaton are defined beyond the Zen0 time for arbitrarily small values of the regularization parameters. As the regularization parameters tend to zero, the regularized automaton should in some sense tend to the original automaton.
A continuation of the Zen0 execution is then obtained as the limit of the regularized executions as the regularization parameters tend to zero.
As an example of regularization, consider spatial and temporal regularization of the water tank automaton in Example 2. The spatial regularization is defined by introducing a minimum deviation in the continuous state variables between the discrete transitions. A physical interpretation of the regularization is to assume that the measurement devices for 2 1 and x 2 are = 3 -t for t > T~. See [lo] for further discussions on regularizations of Zen0 hybrid automata.
Continuation by Averaging
Extending a Zen0 execution x = (7, q , z) through av- It is easy to check that for the water tank example
Note that this agrees with the continuation suggested by the spatial regularization illustrated in Figure 7 .
Continuation by Filippov Solution
For special classes of hybrid automata, the extension can be restricted in a natural way using the notion of Filippov solution [8] . Consider a hybrid automaton with invariants given by disjoint sets filling the state space, guards being the boundaries of these sets with vector fields pointing out of the sets, and iden-3542 tity reset maps. Such a hybrid automaton describes a piecewise smooth system., Assume that the vector field f is an analytic function in x and that the invariants are given by I ( q ) = {x E X : u(q,x) 2 0}, where U is also an analytic function in x. Consider a Zen0 execution with 2, = {?,?} x { Z } .
Then, we define the continuation of the Zeno execution through dxldt = f ( q W , x), with initial state and a(.) = Lfa(q', x)/[Lfu(q', x) -Lfu(q, x)]. Such Filippov extension was suggested for simulation of relay systems in [15] . Zen0 executions in Filippov automaton are in many cases easy to resolve, because the Zen0 detection is relatively simple and it is easy to derive the continuation above. For some simple examples, the approach has been studied [14] and tested in simulations [17] . Related ideas of simulating a class of hybrid systems are discussed in [ll] . (1 -a(.))f(?',. ),
Conclusions
The simulation of hybrid systems poses a number of difficult theoretical and computational problems, not encountered in conventional continuous systems. In this paper, we have shown how Zen0 executions may arise in hybrid systems. Physical systems are not Zeno. But due to modeling simplification, models of real systems can be Zeno. A motivation for our research is to increase the efficiency of simulation tools for hybrid systems. In particular, we are interested in developing methods to automatically detect Zen0 hybrid automata and to extend the simulation of the automaton beyond the Zeno time. We illustrated the Zeno phenomena through some simple physical examples. It might look like they suggest that Zenoness can easily be avoided by introducing slightly more involved models. In complex systems it is, however, not obvious that this is the case. Ongoing work includes further investigations of properties of Zen0 hybrid automata, see [19] .
